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Editor’s comment
UK manufacturers have called for a radical overhaul of government waste
strategy to ensure business and the UK economy as a whole can benefit
from opportunities through sustainable waste management and resource
efficiency.
In a report submitted to UK government ministers EEF, the
manufacturers’ organisation said that two years after the Government’s
Strategy for Waste was first published, a number of the policy
commitments have yet to be implemented and some that have been do
not effectively contribute to resource efficiency and climate change
mitigation as intended.
Senior climate & environment policy adviser at EEF Vanessa Fandrich
explained: “Sustainable use and management of waste and resources is
one of the most pressing challenges facing the UK. This country produces
335m tonnes of waste annually cutting this waste is not just critical for
sustainable development but can significantly cut costs to business,
something that is vital for manufacturers in the current economic climate.
Criticism has been heaped on the Government that two years on its
strategy lacks a clear direction. For example we are still waiting for the
government to bring forward credible policies to improve resource efficient
business waste management.
The EEF report argues for a shift in thinking from waste as a problem to a
valuable resource and a more outcome-based and strategic approach
across waste and resources policy based on life-cycle thinking.
There has been increasing pressure on the UK government to reduce the
amount of waste going to landfill. This has been primarily driven by
European legislation, such as the landfill directive and producer
responsibility directives on packaging, electrical equipment, batteries and
end-of-life vehicles. As a result of this legislation, some progress has been
made over the past ten years. However, the UK is still far behind many of it
European neighbours when it comes to recovery of waste.
UK manufacturers are already taking on the challenge of sustainable
resource use and waste management. But the government needs to
ensure that the policy framework provides the right climate for industry to
take this to the next level, while thriving in a highly competitive
environment.

Aaron Blutstein
Editor Diagnostic Engineering
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11. To promote the education and training of persons
whether resident in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere in all matters relating to diagnostic
engineering and allied technologies.

12. To establish and maintain contacts with persons
and/or organisation concerned with the
employment of diagnostic engineers and
consultants.

13. To arrange consortia of specialist diagnostic
engineers to perform specific
advisory/consultancy projects as required.

14. To develop the science, practice and business of
diagnostic engineering and allied technologies.

15. To encourage and improve the technical,
financial, business, managerial and general
knowledge of all persons engaged in the practice
of fault and failure diagnosis, condition
monitoring, post-mortem examination,accident
investigation and allied activities.

16. To compile and classify information and
particulars relating to the expert services
rendered by members of the Institution.

17. To disseminate information and particulars
relating to the expert services rendered by
members of the Institution.

18. To stimulate efficiency in diagnosis and to elevate
the position of those connected therewith in
skilled practical employment.

19. To foster intelligent appreciation of the facilities
existing for the provision of education and
research.

10. To facilitate the exchange of information, ideas
and practice by the publishing of such
information as shall be of interest to diagnostic
engineers.

11. To render advice and aid in the exploitation of
inventions and to make known their nature and
merits.

12. To assist in obtaining employment and to help
engineers and others to find competent staff. 

Definition

A ‘Diagnostic Engineer’ shall be any person capable
of contribution to the art or science of determining
the existence of a problem in a machine, plant,
system or structure and/or appraising the cause(s) of
a failure which may have taken place and/or
assessing the condition or vulnerability of such
machine, plant, system or structure either during use
or while under development.

Interpretation

It is accepted that through a diagnostic capability or a
special knowledge of a failure and deterioration
modes, reliabilities and hazards a person will be able
to contribute to a satisfactory assessment of the
causes of a defect and able to contribute to the
identification of remedial action to cure the defect
and prevent failure.

Motivation

Employers are invited to recognise that persons who
have joined have shown distinguished interest in
developing and extending their technical skill.

Rewards

Prizes up to £500 in value are offered annually for
the best brief accounts of interesting diagnostic
cases.

Activities

The Institution shall arrange and subsidise:

� Regular Newsletters to members

� Regular notices of services available from members
will be (distributed free of charge to members) to
interested parties. These notices will also be
displayed at times on the Institution’s web page.

Certificate

A Membership Certificate is issued to all members.
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NEWS

Is the UK heading for a water crunch?
Water recovery and re-use technology
could become a key risk management
tool for businesses as changing weather
patterns, population growth and evolving
regulation increase the potential for UK
plc to face a future ‘water crunch’.
The warning comes from sustainability

experts Envirowise and follows research
which found that 70% of sustainability
specialists consider the threat of
dwindling water supplies to be equal to
the impact of carbon emissions, while
54% believe the world will run out of
water before it runs out of fuel1. 
It is predicted that UK groundwater will

begin to decrease by 2025, with the
overall amount of water available in
English and Welsh rivers reducing by 15
per cent by 20502. Some areas in the
South East already have less available
water per person than Spain and
Morocco3. 
Even businesses based in regions with

higher water availability could feel the
effect through their supply chains, while
many companies could face changes to
licences granted to allow water
abstraction as a result of the Water Act
20034. 
Envirowise water specialist Claire

Sweeney said: “Water is set to become
one of the most dramatically affected
resources as the impact of climate
change takes hold, but many businesses
are not aware of the steps they can take
to mitigate against this risk.
“UK companies should explore

practical steps including water saving
devices and water recovery and reuse
technology such as membrane filtration

systems, which enable a large proportion
of wastewater to be reused for processes
such as heating, cooling and cleaning.
This can result in major cost savings
through lower mains water and disposal
charges, as well as an enhanced
environmental reputation with customers
and investors.
“Taking such action now could not only

pay enormous dividends in future years,
it can also lead to short-term benefits. In
fact, recent Envirowise research5
revealed that UK companies could be
missing out on combined savings of up

to £10 million per day by failing to make
changes in this area.”
UK businesses which pay income or

corporation tax can also claim tax relief
on recovery and reuse systems and water
saving devices through the Water
Technology List (WTL), which is managed
by Defra and HM Revenue & Customs in
partnership with Envirowise as part of the
Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA)
scheme for water-efficient technology. 
Further information on the benefits of

reducing water usage is available at
www.envirowise.gov.uk

Commenting on the Committee on
Climate Change’s first annual report to
Parliament on the progress that
Government is making in meeting
carbon budgets, ‘Meeting Carbon
Budgets: The Need for a Step Change,’
EIC’s Policy Director Danny Stevens
said: “The Committee on Climate
Change’s report is a welcome
reminder of the urgency with which
the Government must act to tackle
climate change. It clearly shows that
progress in reducing emissions to date

has been far too slow. We need an
urgent “step change” to turn positive
rhetoric into real emissions reductions,
laying the foundations for a truly low-
carbon economy over the next 50
years. 
“The UK is a global leader in climate

change policymaking, and drafting
emission reduction strategies. But
that’s not enough. We need to
become the global leader in actually
tackling climate change. At the heart of
this must be an urgent priority to

improve energy efficiency.
“Tackling climate change is not just

environmental necessity, but an
economic imperative. New markets
will open up worldwide as other
countries start to make their own
transition to a low-carbon economy.
Failure to act will see millions of jobs
and huge new investments go abroad
to countries, like the USA, that are
already putting in place
comprehensive support programmes
for their environmental sectors.”

Report shows UK Government must
act urgently to tackle climate change

Water is set to
become one of the
most dramatically
affected resources as
the impact of climate
change takes hold
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NEWS

In its continuing quest to provide health
and safety training for individuals and
companies the British Safety Council
(BSC) has now expanded its training
portfolio to include the IOSH Managing
Safely course. 
IOSH Managing Safely is a nationally

recognised course targeted at line
managers and supervisors in any sector
or organisation. It aims to equip
delegates with the knowledge and
practical experience to help manage
health and safety issues in their
workplaces. 
“Latest HSE data reveals that in 2007-

2008 6 million days were lost overall
due to workplace injury and 229
workers were killed”, said BSC product
development manager, John Phillips. 
He added: “Being able to offer the

IOSH Managing Safely module to UK
and international markets alongside our
current range of IOSH, NEBOSH and

BSC courses and qualifications places
the BSC in a better position to drastically
reduce if not eliminate these tragic
statistics.”
The new, high impact programme

covers all the main health and safety
issues, including a session on the
environment. On completion of the
course, delegates should be able to
review their own departmental systems
for safety and be confident about
introducing new controls or
implementing changes as appropriate to
make their workplace safe.
Successful candidates will receive a

Managing Safely certificate issued by the
Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health (IOSH).
Rob Strange, chief executive of IOSH

says: “Managers are key influencers in
creating a safer world of work - and one
of the best ways to do this is to educate
them to create a safe working culture in

their workplaces. The IOSH Managing
Safely training course delivers this on a
practical level and in an interactive way.
In a recent survey of those who’ve been
on the course, 100 % said they would
recommend others.” 
The BSC will be offering IOSH

Managing Safely as a four-day course at
venues across the UK, including its
flagship Learning Zone in West London.
The BSC will also be offering in-
company training courses.

British Safety Council to 
deliver IOSH Managing Safely

IOSH Managing
Safely is a nationally
recognised course
targeted at line
managers and
supervisors in any
sector or organisation

A leading North West law firm is urging
manufacturing firms to pay close
attention to retirement age law after the
High Court ruled that the current default
retirement age of 65 is lawful - for now.
Mace & Jones head of employment

law Martin Edwards said the ruling
meant that employers are now able to
compulsorily retire employees aged 65
and over.  
“Bosses can now retire someone on

ground of age at 65 providing the
statutory retirement procedures are
complied with”, he said. “Critically this
means employees will not be able to
claim unfair dismissal or age
discrimination. We understand that this
is the end of the Heyday test case
claim as it is not to be appealed.
Those employers with current claims
from employees who were retired
which have been stayed by the
Tribunals awaiting this decision, are
likely to see the claims dismissed in
the near future.” 

But Mr Edwards warned that while
this reinforces the current rules for
now, the Government has brought
forward its review of the default
retirement age to next year. 
“It is possible that we will see the

ability to compulsorily retire abolished
altogether in the near future”, he said.
“Some of the comments in this

Legal ruling means manufacturers 
can still retire staff at 65 - for now

judgment may make it difficult for the
Government not to increase the
retirement age to at least 68 or 70.
Moreover the Equalities and Human
Rights Commission has asked the
Government to amend the Equality Bill,
which is currently going through
Parliament, to abolish the default
retirement age altogether.” 
Mr Edwards said the case again

showed the vital need for bosses to
take professional advice when dealing
with employment law issues: “As this
case shows employment law is
complex and changeable.” He added:
“Furthermore given its nature
employment law is unfortunately very
easy to get wrong for employers. And if
you do get it wrong the consequences
can be disastrous with costly, time
consuming and disruptive cases
wreaking havoc with the operations of
a business or organisation. For this
reason it is essential to tread with care
and seek specialist help.”
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All standby generators should be covered
by an annual service contract, which
includes a guaranteed rapid response in
the event of an emergency. However as
the saying goes ‘prevention is better than
cure’ and by undertaking some simple
checks the end user can go a long way to
ensuring that, during the depths of the
forthcoming winter, when called upon,
your standby generator will perform ‘first
time, every time’. 

Starting battery
One of the most common causes of
generator failure is a faulty or discharged
battery. The battery is the only source of
power to start the generator in an
emergency and therefore should be
treated with care and respect. When the
mains supply is healthy the battery is kept
fully charged by its dedicated charger. Is
the charger working?  Check the
indicators/meters on the generator control
panel. 
Check the condition and tightness of

the battery terminals. Most batteries used

will either stop the generator if it is
running or prevent it starting. Check the
control panel for any alarms or indications
that the button has been pushed - if
necessary reset the panel and the button.

Fuel contamination
Another common problem that causes
starting and continuous running problems
is fuel contamination. This can take a
number of forms but the most common
is water ingress into the fuel system.
Check the fuel system and any external

bulk storage tank for likely access points,
pay particular attention to laying water,
exposed pipe work, gauges etc.
Diesel fuel that lays dormant in a

storage tank for long periods can be
contaminated by water and can get
infected by a form of bacteria. Over time
this can create a ‘sludge’ that settles in the
bottom of the tank. This blocks or restricts
fuel pipes and can prevent generator
starting. Removal of the contamination
and ‘re-optimising’ of the fuel can only be
undertaken by specialist contractors such
as Merlin Power Management.

Exhaust rain cap
Water can collect inside the engine
through a faulty exhaust rain cap, this will
cause irreparably damage to an engine -
check that it opens and closes freely
without obstruction.

Regular testing is essential
Regular starting and testing of the set will
help identify potential problems before
they become serious reliability issues. A
remote monitoring and diagnosis system
such as Merlin’s Hawkeye system will
continually monitor and start the set once
a week to check the operation (including
the fuel levels and the emergency stop
button) and report the results back to a
central control HQ.

Rest assured
Service and maintenance companies are
always on hand to respond in the event
of a generator failure but by undertaking
some basic checks before the worst of
the winter weather arrives you may well
prevent disruption in the future.

For further information please visit:
www.shentongroup.co.uk

in modern generators are of the Sealed
Lead Acid (SLA) design, which means
they do not need topping up. Some older
sets may still have the older style open
vented battery that needs regular
checking and topping up with distilled
water. Check the level and top up if
required.
Despite their appearance, batteries are

surprisingly fragile and should be treated
with care. Keep the battery clean; wipe it
with a soft dry cloth to remove any
dirt/grease, particularly from the top. This
will help prevent self-discharge. Rough
handling can damage the case and
cracking can occur. This can allow the
electrolyte to escape. This will not only
shorten the life of the battery but in
extreme cases can lead to external short
circuits and a possible fire hazard.

Emergency stop button
All generators are fitted with an external
Emergency Stop Button (‘the red
mushroom’). These get pushed by
accident and, as the name implies they

1      6 Diagnostic Engineering September/October 2009 www.diagnosticengineers.org

Prepare your generator for winter

GENERATORS

Mike Kitchen of Merlin Power Management, takes a look at some of the more common

causes of generator failure and the simple checks you can make to improve its reliability.

One of the most
common causes of
generator failure is
a faulty or
discharged battery
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Optimising bearing maintenance costs
Optimising bearing maintenance costs start with design says Adrian Menzies, sales &

marketing director of UK Split Roller bearing manufacturer, Revolvo Ltd.

High maintenance costs and poor
reliability are often the result of
improper selection and sizing of rolling
bearings. When most engineering
designers embark upon the task of
specifying rolling bearings the chances
are that they will not start with a clean
piece of paper. In fact, in most cases,
their selection will be based on what
has gone before: the references
provided by successful applications in
pumps, transmissions, motors, and
conveyors etc being too strong to
ignore. Any variances from the
established application norm will usually
be of a peripheral nature, typically
concerning sealing and lubricant
selection.
However, what might be the best

choice for the machine designer may
not necessarily be the best for the end
user. The requirement for the OEM is to
achieve the lowest installed cost for new
equipment, and that of the end user,
improved reliability and longer operating
life. The OEM is all too aware that a
quoting a high price can cost him a
contract; yet, as many bitter experiences
reveal, things tend to go wrong sooner
or later with equipment that is built
down to a cost. Unfortunately, despite
the many lessons, the cost down
philosophy still appears to permeate all
levels of industrial supply. In today’s
highly competitive global economy, with
Downtime a key production indicator
(KPI) this is clearly not a strategy for
ensuring optimum asset utilisation.
For rolling bearings, which are a key

component in all rotating machines, the
solution to avoid production
interruptions and downtime is to ensure
that the right bearings are specified at
the design stage, even if this means that
the bearings selected cost more initially.
In fact, what is becoming increasingly
obvious is that the decision to specify
any critical bearing solution should
always be taken after analysis of the
total lifetime cost / benefit issues, and
not merely on the basis of the initial
purchase price.
This argument is particularly relevant

in the debate between specifying solid
or split bearings. Solid mounted roller
bearings cost much less than equivalent
sized split roller bearings, yet they can
take up to 90% more time to install or

replace. In addition, the SRB split roller
bearing’s totally split to the shaft feature
enables inspection of the bearing at any
time, which is crucial to any planned
maintenance schedule.
The question is: do the lifetime

benefits of the split bearing outweigh
the initial cost advantages of the solid
bearing? Experience and many
successful examples indicate that the
answer to this question is a resounding
“yes”. Examples in support of this are
many, but one in particular recent
example reveals the scale of savings that
can be achieved by proper bearing
selection at the design stage.
The purchase price of solid bearings

used for a cement plant application
were £500 each, while the SRB split
bearing equivalent was £1500 per unit.
However, this differential proved
insignificant in view of the potential
£10000 per hour cost of lost production
when plant was stopped because of
bearing failure. The solid bearings were
taking ten hours to replace in each
outage, and required three men to
replace each bearing at a cost of £25
per man, per hour. In contrast, the SRB
split bearing could be replaced in just
two-hours with a single maintenance
fitter. By multiplying the figures together
for each respective bearing type and
adding the initial bearing cost, the total
cost for an unplanned outage in respect
of the solid bearings was £101,250;
consisting of £500 for the bearing, £750
for labour, and £100,000 in lost
production. The corresponding figure for
the SRB split bearing was £21,550;
consisting of £1500 for the bearing, £50
labour and £20,000 lost production.
Simply by subtracting the total figure for
the split bearing from that of the solid
bearing reveals overall savings in lost
production amounting to £79,700,
simply by switching to a SRB split roller
bearing.
What this real world example reveals

that once the costs of lost production
and the additional labour to replace
failed bearings are considered, then the
initial cost advantage in favour of solid
bearings is reversed, with total overall
costs of the SRB split bearing being only
20% of the solid bearing’s total costs.
In addition to being more cost

effective over the longer term another

reason to specify SRB split bearings at
the design stage of a project is their
whole life performance. In this area SRB
split bearings have inherent advantages
over traditional solid bearings due to the
design of their sealing system. With SRB
split bearings, the spherical location
between the bearing housing and
pedestal support ensures that whatever
type of seal is used, under conditions of
shaft misalignment the seal will always
remain concentric to the shaft.
As a result, SRB split roller bearings

perform exceptionally well in harsh
operating conditions even with shaft
misalignment, whereas solid mounted
roller bearings can suffer from non-
concentric ineffective seals that will
rapidly lead to expensive premature
bearing failure.
Revolvo’s SRB split roller bearings can

have a longer life span because they
cannot be cross-located. Moreover, the
design of the SRB split bearing allows
the shaft to be supported by the lower
section of the bearing, while the upper
section can be removed without
disturbing or lifting the shaft, making
bearing inspection and servicing very
simple. This intrinsic feature is extremely
valuable, especially in regard to large
machines, where sheer size & weight
can be a barrier to fast and effective
servicing. Bearing replacement is much
faster, which can save continuous-type
businesses a lot of money in costly
downtime.

For further information please visit:
www.revolvo.com_
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Condition monitoring solution
Artesis, a leading supplier of intelligent
predictive maintenance solutions, has
recently partnered with marine specialists
James Fisher Mimic to integrate its Motor
Condition Monitor (MCM) solution with
the marine company’s industry leading
Mimic condition monitoring system. 
The powerful combination of

technologies has resulted in a highly
efficient and unparalleled maintenance
solution that is specifically targeted at
inaccessible, high cost, critical assets in
the marine sector.
James Fisher Mimic (JFM), providers of

reliability engineering and condition
monitoring solutions to the International
Shipping Industry, has fully integrated the
Artesis MCM solution to analyse motor
current performance within their Mimic
predictive maintenance product. This
detailed information, in conjunction with
other maintenance data, then provides
an in depth analysis and overall picture of
machine health and performance.
“Artesis’s MCM solution seemed a

natural fit as part of our Mimic condition
based maintenance (CBM) offering”, said
Graeme Brown, business development
director at James Fisher Mimic. “Motor
current analysis is a CBM process that we
have not previously offered. It is
important that our partners provide us
with not only exceptional technology but
also simple and straightforward
functionality, in keeping with the Mimic
philosophy. Artesis delivered this, and
more.”

The wireless methodology of the MCM
solution is of particular importance to JFM’s
customers. Through the use of intelligent
comms, it is ideal for high cost equipment
such as motor driven assets onboard ships
that are completely inaccessible but still
require condition monitoring. The wireless
solution allows the monitoring of such
equipment to take place in an electrical
switch room, providing constant and
reliable, remote monitoring.
Since the integration of MCM

technology into the Mimic condition
monitoring system, interest from James
Fisher Mimic’s users has been vast and
varied; particularly with cruise line
companies, for whom this technology
would offer significant benefits in the
monitoring of machinery space ventilation
fans. These particular assets are critical to
the performance of onboard machinery

and have an impact on the operational
commitments of the vessel. Failure in
these fans would involve high-cost cranage
bills, lost revenue due to unplanned down
time, as well as ultimately loss of customer
credibility. The ability to monitor the
performance of assets such as these and
be alerted to potential faults long before it
breaks down saves time, spare parts,
prevents secondary damage and
significantly drives down maintenance
costs.
Andy Bates, director at Artesis said:

“Partnering with James Fisher Mimic
meant we were working in a challenging
and demanding sector, but having
already experienced various industries
and applications we were more than
confident that our MCM solution would
deliver and this high-level integration
demonstrates the versatility of MCM.
JFM is currently trialling the MCM units
on salt water pumps and are extremely
pleased with the results so far.”
“The adoption of condition monitoring

systems within the shipping industry is
moving at a fast pace,” added Graeme
Brown. “Predictive maintenance is not a
short term solution and the initial
investment is soon recouped by the
longer term downstream benefits - the
cost of annual repair and replacement
more than justifies the installation costs
of the MCM units.”

For further information please visit:
www.artesis.com

The wireless
methodology of the
MCM solution is of
particular importance
to JFM’s customers

A self-diagnostic valve position
monitor which can be used on
on/off valves in all fields of
application is the latest addition to
the Samson Control range of valves
and accessories. The Type 3738
electronic valve position monitor,
which indicates end positions and
controls actuators, is a contactless,
magneto resistive sensor system
with an integrated microprocessor. It
enables the valve position monitor to
be configured, simply at the push of
a button.
This device works with a NAMUR

signal in compliance with IEC
60947-5-6 and is powered by a two-
wire supply. As a result, the valve
position monitor can replace existing
solenoid valves and limit switches

without the time consuming process
of changing wiring or signal levels. At
the same time, it includes functions
like self-tuning and diagnostics,
which opens up a wide range of
opportunities for control and asset
management. 
The supply air for the actuator is

routed through bores at the bottom of
the housing, making additional tubing
unnecessary. This makes it suitable for
integrated attachment, which
facilitates mounting and guarantees
exceptional ruggedness. The
contactless position sensor makes
adjustments as well as moving levers
redundant.

For further information please visit:
www.samsoncontrols.co.uk

A self-diagnostic
valve position
monitor is the latest
addition to the
Samson Control
range of valves

Simple set-up and retrofit for valve position monitor
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More efficient MRO with 
new particle detector

Tailored coal plant maintenance programme

Parker Hannifin has developed a particle
detector, designed to increase the
efficiency and cut the cost of
maintenance, repair and overhall
applications. The Icount PD on-line
analyser offers simple integration with
existing plant via M16 test points,
making fast and accurate cleanliness
monitoring of lubricants and similar
fluids more affordable and accessible
than ever.
The Icount PD uses laser particle

detection technology to produce
repeatable and reproducible results,
offering calibration by recognised on-line
methods supported by international
standards organisation procedures. The
unit is compact and robust, making it
ideal for use in a wide range of factory
and industrial applications.
The device provides a compact,

integrated solution for extending the life

of systems, and is extremely simple to
use. For example, the instrument
features LED indicators to show
internationally recognised thresholds,
and can optionally be fitted with a
further LED for moisture detection. 
The Icount PD can be retrofitted

simply and cost effectively, providing a
wide range of output options that make
it easy to interface with plant
automation and process control
systems. These options include LAN,
RS232 and CANBUS connectivity, 4-
20mA and 0-5V analogue outputs, and
relay contacts, which can switch 5A at
up to 24V dc.
Parker’s on-line particle detector

makes extensive use of environmentally
friendly glass-filled nylon materials, and
carries an IP66 ingress protection rating.
The device has a minimum sample time
of 3 seconds, can be used at flow rates

from 10 to 160 ml/min, and at line
pressures from 2 to 420 bar.

For further information please visit:
www.parker.com

The Icount PD on-line
analyser offers
simple integration
with existing plant
via M16 test points

SKF has developed an Integrated
Equipment Reliability programme
specifically tailored to the needs of coal
plants. The IER programme provides a
flexible framework that allows maintenance
to be planned and carried out more
efficiently, reducing costs and increasing
the availability and safety of equipment.
SKF’s Integrated Equipment Reliability

programme for coal plants is based on a
best practice predictive maintenance
strategy, which can complement and
accommodate a plant’s pre-existing
programmes and systems. IER can also
incorporate Operator Driven Reliability
processes and technology for early
detection and correction of machine
problems, improving uptime still further.
The Integrated Equipment Reliability

programme makes it easy to define which
maintenance tasks need to be carried out
on which machines and when. With
limited plant resources, this allows work to
be carried out most efficiently and cost
effectively. IER can also help analyse
personnel safety hazards in line with the
latest Health & Safety regulations, and
highlight environmental risks, ensuring the
plant operates safely, legally and
responsibly.
As part of the Integrated Equipment

Reliability programme, SKF provides the
software to allow managers and
maintenance engineers to input vital
information such as tasks, frequencies and
job plans into the plant’s central systems.
Optionally, the software can be used to
produce Bills of Materials, spare lists and
other useful data needed for efficient work
planning and scheduling.
SKF’s aptitude Decision Support System

can be used to optimise the effectiveness
of the IER programme. The system can be

completely configured to the requirements
of a plant, providing an extensive library of
equipment knowledge models to provide
“smart filtering” of the data used to
diagnose equipment health. Aptitude
provides staff with the ability to determine
the condition of critical equipment quickly
and accurately and take the necessary
action to ensure availability is maintained.

For further information please visit:
www.skf.co.uk

SKF’s aptitude
Decision Support
System can be used
to optimise the
effectiveness of the
IER programme
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Standard Practice
Captain E.S. Geary, P.Eng (UK), F.IDiagE (UK), ASA takes a look at a sensible and simple

approach to ship safety.

Without question when discussing the
subject of international shipping you
must begin in the year 1688 and with
Edward Lloyd. While it may have opened
earlier the first advertisement for Edward
Lloyd’s coffee-house appeared in the
February 18th 1688 edition of the
London Gazette. History shows that
London’s first coffee houses began
opening in the 1650’s with their
proprietors being known as coffee-men.
There were dozens of coffee houses
within the City’s walls the best known
being Garraway’s and Jonathan’s in
Change Alley and the Baltic, a favorite of
the merchants of Eastern Europe. The
coffee house clientele soon evolved and
grew in attracting a clique representative
of the specific trades and professions of

the City. The elite and privileged would
gather at White’s in St. James, the
physicians at Child’s in St. Paul’s
Churchyard, while the men of letters
were drawn to Will’s at Covent Garden.
Lloyd’s coffee house in Tower Street is
where those involved with ships,
merchants, marine underwriters, and
anyone else interested in shipping could
be found. It’s interesting to note that
Lloyd’s of London and the Lloyd’s
Register can trace their names and
foundations back to the coffee house
started by Edward Lloyd in the 17th
century. 
Looking back to around 350 BC we

find the term Bottomry to describe what
may have been the first protection or
security (early insurance?) to guarantee

the safe arrival of a vessel and its cargo.
The Bottomry agreement provided that a
moneylender would make an agreed
loan to a ship owner for the voyage; if
the ship and its cargo arrived safely the
ship owner would repay the loan with
interest. If the ship and its cargo were
lost the ship owner would keep the loan
leaving the loss to the moneylender. This
may have worked in 350 BC, but now
with an abundance of hungry admiralty
lawyers I doubt if it would be acceptable
today. The first English marine policy was
reportedly written in 1547 for a voyage
from Cadiz, Spain to London on a ship
named the Santa Maria. Lloyd’s of
London and its various entities have
been around for about 321 years and
while experiencing good times and bad
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is still the focus of the universe and is
unquestionably the leader of the field in
all maritime matters.
While the Greeks may have been

engaging in Bottomry in 350 BC and it
wasn’t until 1547 when the first English
marine policy was reportedly written;
rules and standards of construction or
maintenance were extremely limited and
then subject to wide interpretation. From
its origins at Lloyd’s on Tower Street in
1760 the Register Society was formed
by customers of the coffee house. The
emergence of the Lloyd’s Register of
Shipping (LR) brought about the worlds
first classification society and while the
exact dates are cloaked in time provided
underwriters and merchants with a List
of ships and an idea of their condition.
The grading of a ship that was to be
insured or chartered was indicated on a
lettered and numerical scale; a ship’s
hull in top condition was given the letter
A, the ship’s fittings including masts,
rigging, and other appurtenances if in top
condition would be classed as 1. Thus a
ship in top condition throughout would
be classed as A1. The emergence of LR
classification of vessels in 1764 forever
changed the shipping landscape. While
the classification of ships initially was an
important element over time it became
apparent that to insure the safety of a
ship and her crew there was a need to
develop internationally recognized
protocols addressing not only the
condition of the ship, but her
maintenance, equipment, and the
competence of the crews. There are
numerous protocols, rules, regulations,
and codes that have been implemented
and all are focused to insure safety at
sea, prevent human injury or loss of life,
avoid damage to the environment, and
insure that all ships are manned and
operated by trained and experienced
mariners. 
These include but are not limited to

Administration licensing of mariners,
MARPOL (Marine Pollution), the
protocols and accords of the
International Maritime Organization
(IMO), Collision Regulations (COLREGS),
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS),
International Safety Management Code
(ISM), ISO 9000/9001, the International
Ship & Port Facility Security Code (ISPS),
and the International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification &
Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW-
78/95) to name a few.  
The STCW-95 Basic Safety Training

Course in compliance with STCW-95
Code A - VI/1-2 provides instruction to
staff and crew all of whom must be
trained in personal survival, fire

prevention, first aid & CPR, personal
safety, and social responsibilities. The
determination and designation of staff or
crew may vary from company to
company, but there is no legal difference
per se and all are required to hold STCW
Certificates. Staff are generally allowed to
mingle with the passengers in their free
time, while the crew (who are not
officers) are not allowed to do the same.
Staff might also eat in the officers’ mess
or in the passenger’s dining room where
the crew would not be permitted.
Irrespective of staff or crew designation
all those persons on board including
hairdressers, bar tenders, hotel staff,
chefs, waiters, fitness instructors, gift
shop attendants, and security personnel
must all have received and hold a
current STCW-95 Certificate of
Competency. 
The Convention does not apply to (a)

warships, naval auxiliaries or other ships
owned or operated by a State and
engaged only on governmental non-
commercial service, (b) fishing vessels,
(c) pleasure yachts not engaged in trade
or (d) wooden ships of primitive build.
The 1978 STCW Convention entered into
force on April 28th 1984. Since then six
amendments were adopted in 1991,
1994, 1995, 1997, 1998, and 2006. 
The 1991 amendments related to the

global maritime distress and safety
system and were adopted by resolution
MSC.21 (59) and entered into force on
December 1st 1992. The 1994
amendments adopted by resolution
MSC.33 (63) replaced Chapter V on
special training for personnel on tankers
and entered into force on January 1st
1996. 

Major revision
The 1995 amendments adopted by a
Conference which came into force on
February 1st 1997 represented a major

revision of the Convention in response
to a need to remove phrases deemed to
be vague such as “to the satisfaction of
the Administration” and included the
issue of a separate certificate confirming
compliance with the STCW-95 training.
The 1997 amendments concern training
for personnel on passenger ships other
than Ro-Ro passenger ships. In 1998 the
STCW-95 was amended to improve the
minimum standards of crew
competence in cargo securing and the
loading and unloading of bulk carriers.
The amendments related to sections A-
II/1 and A-II/2 under “cargo handling
and stowage at the operational and
management levels.” The most recent
amendment that entered into force on
January 1st 2008 responded to
mandatory training and certification
requirements for persons designated as
ship security officers (SSO’s). The
amendments to the STCW Convention
and to parts A and B of the STCW Code
include requirements for the issue of
proficiency for SSO’s based on minimum
standards of proficiency and guidance
regarding SSO training.  
Between 1978 and 1984 the STCW

was of little consequence to mariners
who held US licenses as the STCW
simply formalized existing criteria that
were similar to those in the United
States with the requirement of four years
experience for a Master holding a 1600
GT license. 
Prior to the STCW 1978 conference

the training and certification of licensed
officers and crews in other parts of the
world was left to the discretion and
under the control of individual
governments.  The intent and motivation
of the STCW 78 was focused on
establishing a basic level and minimal
standards for Training, Certification, and
Watchkeeping for all licensed mariners
by providing standardization throughout

The so called “gap
closing” training in
compliance with
STCW-95 includes
Basic Safety Training
(BST), Bridge
Resource
Management (BRM),
and Proficiency in
Survival Craft and
Rescue Boats (PSC)
for deck officers
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the international maritime community. 
The US Coast Guard (USCG) became

a signatory to the STCW 1978
Convention on October 1st 1991.
Following a subsequent request by the
USCG significant changes to the STCW
came about in 1995 when the
International Maritime Organisation
(IMO) was asked to amend the
Convention to include enhanced
standards of compliance for mariners
and stringent enforcement protocols.
Included in the USCG request was the
requirement of a new and separate
STCW compliance certificate; a STCW
1978 Certificate indicated that a Mariner
had been employed on a ship before
August 1, 1998 and hadn’t as yet
completed all of what was called the
grandfather requirements. 

Gap closing
The so called “gap closing” training in
compliance with STCW-95 includes Basic
Safety Training (BST), Bridge Resource
Management (BRM), and Proficiency in
Survival Craft and Rescue Boats (PSC)
for deck officers, BST and PSC training
for engineering officers, and BST training
for all unlicensed ratings including but
not limited to O.S, AB’s, QMEDs, and
deck hands.
On October 1st 1996 the USCG

began issuing STCW 1978 Certificates to
currently licensed officers and seamen
based solely on the strength of their US
licenses and documents. Commencing
February 1st 1997 all countries signatory
to the 1978 convention were required to
enforce additional training requirements
imposed by the 1995 amendments to
the STCW 1978 rules. New officers and
crew engaged on ships after August 1st
1998 could not obtain the STCW 1978
certificate and were required to comply
with all the requirements of the
Convention requirements of STCW
1995. 
After January 31, 2003 existing

mariners in the United States who had
been grandfathered into STCW 1978
could no longer obtain an STCW 1995
Certificate by simply completing the gap-
training. There was understandably some
initial confusion as the 1978 and 1995
STCW certificates had both been created
at the same time. The confusion was
soon to be resolved with the
introduction of a separate Certificate of
Compliance to the protocols of STCW-95
and clarification of the exceptions
regarding the requirements of an STCW-
95 Certificate. The USCG issues a US
Merchant Mariners Document (MMD)
also known as a Z-Card in addition to the
conventional license. The Z-Card only

allows the holder to work on inland
waters. As an example on the east and
west coasts of the USA having a MMD or
Z-Card means that you cannot operate in
the ocean. In the Gulf of Mexico the area
of operation restriction lies 12 miles
offshore. 
On the other hand Mariners who hold

a conventional license for vessels of 200
GT or less and only operate on domestic
voyages, no more the 200 miles off the
coast of the United States and not in any
other country’s water do not require an
STCW-95 Certificate of Competency. The
USCG took the position that these
mariners have already met the
requirements of the STCW-95 based on
what they had to do to obtain their
license. What the USCG determines as
equivalency does not extend to vessels
or persons making voyages to close-by
foreign ports such as those located in
the Bahamas or Canada. 
The officers and ratings of the USCG

have always demonstrated a profound
and dedicated service to the maritime
community and during its long and
distinguished history has focused on
marine safety, the environment, and law
enforcement. 
As a maritime force the USCG ranks in

the top ten of naval forces in the world
behind such countries as the United
Kingdom, France, Russia, and the other
major maritime countries. For political
expediency the USCG is also known for
making special-deals for special interests.
One of their special-deals was made
with the Offshore Supply Vessel Industry.
In return for the OSV industry’s
agreement to not challenge, obstruct or
present a political roadblock for
acceptance by the US government and
contrary to the principle of the STCW-95
Convention, the USCG agreed to provide
a special-restricted license for mariners
operating Offshore Supply Vessel’s. The
restricted OSV license does not require
mandatory training and while containing
a STCW-95 provision is only valid in the
United States and invalid outside of the
OSV industry. The other license
requirements such as sea time and
medical are unchanged. 
Sometime ago the USCG introduced a

separate towing license which is not
referenced under special training listed in
Chapter V of the convention so therefore
compliance with the STCW-95 is
required for vessels operating in foreign
voyages. 

STCW-95
The STCW-95 should be viewed equally
by seafarers and shore-based
management as an important tool and

instrument in making an inherently
dangerous industry safer for those who
sail in our ships while providing greater
safeguards for our environment; these
safety standards apply equally to
merchant vessels as well as passenger
ships. In referencing Witherby’s
Dictionary of Shipping we know that the
definition of Seafarers refers to
“Shipboard crew personnel involving
Ship’s Officers and seamen/ratings.”
Considering the rapid development and
expansion of the cruise ship industry
over the last number of years we now
have enormous ships that carry
thousands of passengers in addition to
staff and crew of almost an equal
number. Through creative and dynamic
marketing programmes the cruise lines
have and continue to attract customers
from all social economic groups which
include a growing number of elderly
passengers. As pointed out earlier there
is no legal difference per se between
staff and crew and all are required to
hold an STCW-95 Certificate of Training
which includes competency in CPR and
first-aid. Dealing with older passengers
may include having to revive a person
from cardiac arrest. According to AED
manufacturers when cardiac arrest
occurs, the fact is that only half of the
victims will need a shock. The other half
requires effective CPR. In the first
instance staff or crew present should
immediately administer CPR followed
by or in concert with the use of a
defibrillator preferably a portable
automated external defibrillator or AED.
Wherever you find large numbers of
people in public places portable AED’s
are becoming common place; in
Aircraft, Airports, Railway Stations,
Shopping Centres, Stadiums, Museums,
and many commercial buildings. While
not a legal requirement in my opinion
considering the large number of
passengers on board, the low cost of
AED’s and to save lives, an appropriate
number of portable AED’s should be
strategically located on all passenger
ships. According to the American Heart
Association every minute that passes
without treatment reduces the victim’s
chances of survival by 7 to 10 percent.
If defibrillation is delayed more than 10
minutes survival rates drop to virtually
zero.            
What’s on the horizon? Like all

proactive and dynamic systems the
STCW is presently under review and
soon we all will be discussing the STCW
2010. The word is that security training
is to be updated and will no longer be
limited to officers, but will include
security training for all crew members.
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In view of the increasing threat of
terrorism precise and thorough training
of all officers and crews of all ships is
urgently needed.

Considering the obvious difficulties for
the IMO to get a gaggle of 135 or so
contracting states to discuss, study,
suggest, and agree on an updated STCW
within a reasonable time will be a
monumental task. While it may be
referred to as the STCW 2010, it could
actually be 2012 or beyond before the
STCW 2010 is agreed and eventually is
sent to the printing presses. Ship
security and particularly piracy is an
issue that requires immediate attention. 

The issues of ship security should be
addressed and resolved without delay to
reduce the number of ships that are
being hijacked with their crews
becoming prisoners and pawns in
ransom negotiations with pirates along
the coast of Somalia and elsewhere. 

Before weighing anchor on the
subject of safety I’d like to digress for a
moment and briefly mention the
International Safety Code or ISM. During
the course of conducting numerous ISM
Code Internal Audits I have found that
many of the difficulties and problems of
working with the introduction and

implementation of the ISM Code by
ships officers has come about primarily
through a lack of understanding. 

The ISM Code requires that the
company (owner of the ship) hold a
Document of Compliance (DOC) which
is only obtained after an acceptable
safety management system has been
created and approved by the
Administration and is valid for five years,
but subject to  periodic inspections that
are to be carried out at appropriate
intervals. 

A Certificate, called the Safety
Management Certificate, is issued to
the ship by the Administration or an
organization recognized by the
Administration. The Administration or
organization recognized by it shall,
before issuing the Safety Management
Certificate, verify that the company and
its shipboard management operate in
accordance with the approved Safety-
Management System (SMS). The
Company is responsible to insure that
the functional requirements of the SMS,
as cited under 1.4 of the Code are
maintained in accordance with the DOC
and that the chain of communication
between the ship’s master and the
Designated Person Ashore (DPA) is

maximized. The DPA must also
undertake frequent visits to the ship or
ships he or she is responsible for. A
copy of the Document of Compliance
and the Safety Management Certificate
should be carried on board for
subsequent inspection and verification
by the Administration or organizations
recognized by it. Seafaring is an
inherently dangerous profession and
while many have challenged the value
of the ISM Code in relation to the
paperwork required it should be viewed
as another valuable tool in keeping the
ship and its crew safe. There is no
question that deck and engineering
officers must commit to preparing the
various reports mandated by the ISM
Code however, working in concert with
a qualified, skilled and diligent
Designated Person Ashore the results
will be viewed as a positive investment
in time and its ultimate effectiveness
fully appreciated.  

The ISM along with the other Codes
and Conventions should be viewed as
valuable tools that if implemented and
properly maintained will go a long way
in insuring that those who go down to
the sea in ships - will have a better
chance of safely returning home. 
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Up the Creek – with a paddle!
While the invention of the steam engine created the modern world as we know it, an

overlooked area is the application of this invention to shipping, playing the no less vital role

of distribution of the goods the Industrial revolution produced. IDE member, 

Malcolm Hedley-Saw reports.

The outline of history suggests that
early attempts at steam propulsion
employed paddles, but after Brunel’s
famous experiment of tying two
similarly rated vessels, one screw and
the other paddle stern to stern, and
watching the screw vessel towing the
paddler backwards at several knots,
paddles as prime movers lost out to
propellers. Although the Great Eastern
opted for both, on account of its size, in

its way, comparable to the A380 Airbus
going back to four engines  for the
same reason.
But the paddle steamer did not roll

over and die. Useful in specialised
applications it produced vessels of
beauty, as well as a range of fascinating
oddities, the latest of which is a
traditional looking stern wheeler like the
Mississippi river boats, built for cruising
the Murray River in Australia - in 1974!

Robert Fulton is widely but
inaccurately credited as the father of
the steam vessel when what he actually
did was start the first scheduled steam
ship service (in 1812). Although
Alexander Bell had similar ambitions on
the Clyde, and would have been first,
had he not been so strapped for cash.
The first successful steam vessels,

made by William Symington and
Thomas Hulls were both stern
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wheelers. Although Symington’s
Charlotte Dundas was a still born
design with the wheel toward the stern,
but enclosed.
It is on record that Robert Fulton, a

wheeler dealer (no pun intended),
travelled all the way from London to
Clydeside to view the laid up Charlotte
Dundas, and discussed the subject with
Bell.  
This gave rise to an interesting result

in that Fulton copied what went before
him, ie stern Wheelers; reaching their
apogee in the Mississippi river boats. 
Bells’ initial attempt, when everybody

was groping in the dark, was for a
double side wheeler, which was
abandoned when it was found that
placing two sets of paddles one behind
the other was inefficient.
Interestingly, Europe followed Bell’s

lead, opting for side wheelers, except
for river work.
Stern or side wheels is one of those

unresolved questions, like water or air-
cooled aircraft piston engines, where
each had advantages and
disadvantages. 
In passing, as a small boy, my father

used to take me to Navy Days, on one
occasion, crossing the Thames from
Southend Pier to Sheerness Dockyard.
Sheerness, at the mouth of the
Medway, was treated by the navy as a
dumping ground for odd vessels that
would get in the way at Chatham. I
remember an amazing variety of odd
craft, like the haulk of a wooden three
decker, dating from Napoleonic times
(HMS Cornwallis), later vandalously
towed out to sea and blown up). And
two paddle tugs, one I’m convinced
from memory had  double sets of
paddles. But I have never been able to
trace any reference.
Side wheelers can manoeuvre easily,

able to turn on the their own axis, and
found favour early for work as tugs, as
immortalised by turner’s ‘Fighting
Temeraire’, which depicts a very early
use (1835). 
I find the picture fascinating, as a

comment of the passing of the old,
giving way to the new. Also, on the
assumption it was evening, his reversal
of the position of the sun to the east, as
it was towed up the Thames to be
broken up near Deptford. (Turner was
famous for rearranging things to suit his
compositions)
Later paddlers were built as dual

purpose tugs and pleasure boats to
optimise income. Their disadvantage
was the increased beam, in narrow
rivers, and the need for very long
gangways for debarking passengers.

Both types have the advantage over
screw vessels of extremely shallow
draft, as asset that came into play for
mine clearance in WW1 When paddlers
suffered much lower losses from
contact mines. The earliest vessels to
cross the Atlantic, the little Sirius
narrowly ahead of Brunel’s Great
Western were both paddle vessels.
(even though it was the paddler that
was ignominiously towed backwards)
But their history has some

remarkable aberrations. Catermaran,
style twin hulls with the wheel in the
middle was one tried both by Fulton
and Bessemer - yes he of the process
that made mild steel. Going by the
date, 1875 I suspect it was a case of a
rich man with funds to indulge his
whim, like Graham Bell’s abortive
attempts with flying machines, years
after the Wright’s had shown how to do
it.
Both were conspicuous disasters.

Bessemer’s idea was to have a
suspended saloon for cross channel
passengers, to lessen the rolling action
of a normal hull. It was put into service
prematurely, as a cross channel ferry,
before it was discovered it was very
slow to answer the helm. Starting out
from Dover harbour, it collided heavily
with the quay at Calais, so heavily that it
was impounded until a payment of
twenty five thousand pounds was made
in reparation. On its return it also
collided with the quay in Dover.  Until
the loss of the Titanic, this had to be
one of the most ill starred maiden
voyages in history.
The paddle steamer had a minor

renaissance in the nineteen thirties
when several were built using diesel
electric propulsion, with large motors
mounted directly on the paddle shafts.
(Imagine having to skim the
commutators!)
But the paddler with the most bizarre

history has to be the diminutive Clyde
Steamer the Lucy Ashdon. Built in
1888, she survived to be sold off to the
British Ship Builders Research
Association, who stripped her of her
paddles and steam engines, and
replaced them with jet engines!  Making
her the first jet engined ship in the
world; her hull surviving until 1951.
That is the claim, although Vospers
were experimenting around the same
time with fitting a gas turbine into Peter
Scot’s famous Grey Goose steam gun
boat from WW2.
As might be gathered I have some

sentimental attachment for the
paddlers, having been taken as a child
on the Royal Eagle, and Medway

Queen and others, on day trips from
Southend pier. I shall never forget
watching the majestic immaculate
shining moving parts of he steam
engines from the viewing gallery. To
think that a thing of such beauty was
broken up within three years of this,
breaks my heart.
But even without the preservation of

the Medway Queen, all is not quite
dead. Recently I was partaking of my
favourite pastime, afternoon tea
alongside a beautiful lake or what the
locals call the Meare at Thorpness, a
couple of miles north of Aldborough on
the Suffolk coast. The Meare is an
extensive beautiful lake with many
small islands. Tucked away I espied an
object that resembled a half submerged
Fordson tractor - distinctive for its wide
curved rear mudguards. On
investigation it proved to be one o the
most innovative bits of engineering I
have encountered. It is a specialised
little craft for clearing weed and
overhanging branches from the lake
side. Basically it is a narrow rectangular
punt of welded steel plate with a small
engine (buried) that drives hedge
cutters from a long boom that can be
wielded at any angle. But the means of
propulsion is a simple stern wheel
made up of end discs with welded
profiles attached. This is driven
hydraulically like the hedge cutter plus
an enormous rake that can be lowered
into he water. For all I know, they might
be series produced, but it was a
delightfully eccentric discovery over
afternoon tea. (My wife thinks I’m
barking) 
One final thought. In a world that

attempts the most bizarre activities,
nobody to my knowledge has yet
thought of establishing a speed record
for paddle craft. It could be divided into
sub classes for steam, diesel or
hydrostatic drive, with perhaps classes
limited by power plants. For example up
to 1.5 litre car engines, not unlike
speed boat classes.
It’s totally pointless, of course, except

for having fun, but it would be an
interesting way of engaging schools and
colleges, and stimulating interest in
engineering. 
Attempts, in the early stages would

be especially interesting, as the clock
would be turned back to the time of
Alexander Bell when no one knew the
optimum size of motor to paddles, to
hull, or anything else.
It’s the sort of thing that sixth forms

might like to try, and if all else fails, it
would make an interesting edition of
Scrap Heap Challenge.
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To: The Society of Diagnostic Engineers.
16 Thistlewood Road, Outwood, Wakefield, 
West Yorkshire, WF1 3HH .

I submit herewith my application for membership in
the following Grade:

Surname:

Form of address: Mr/Mrs etc.

Other Names:

Service No.HM Forces, Title or Rank

Employer’s Name

*❑ Address

Tel.No:

*❑ Private Address.

*❑ Please � to indicate address for communication.

Nationality:

Country of Birth:

Date of Birth:

Present Position:

Duties:

(Continue on extra sheet if necessary)

Previous Position and Duties:
(Submit curriculum vitae on separate sheet stating employers in

chronological order)

Education:
(List all Schools/Colleges universities etc on a separate sheet)

Degrees, Certificates, Diplomas etc.,
Enclose copies with this application

Membership of Other Bodies:

Other Relevant Information:
Submit any additional or supporting information on a separate sheet

Hobbies and other interests

Declaration: I declare that the information contained
within this application is, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, true and correct in every particular. If admitted to
membership I agree to be governed by the Rules and
Regulations as they now exist and as they may hereafter be
altered.

Signed

Date

Fees *  The relevant total of Application Fee and first
Annual Subscription must accompany this form.

Grade App Fee Annual Subs *Total
FlDiagE £35.00 £60.00 £95.00
MIDiagE £35.00 £45.00 £80.00
AMIDiagE £25.00 £35.00 £60.00
SIDiagE £15.00 £31.50 £46.50
Retired (all Grades) £18.50 £18.50

Please make cheques payable to:
SOCIETY OF DIAGNOSTIC ENGINEERS
Our Central Bank Account is held by
National Westminster Bank plc.
5 The Parade, Oadby, Leicester LE2 5BB
(Account No. 00420476)
It would help us if you could advise us how you knew of us
or who suggested us:

For office use: Seen - Secretary ❏ Checked ❏
Acknowledged ❏ Fees ❏ Membership Clerk ❏
Membership Certificate Sent❏
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Condition monitoring systems and service
from the experts. A wide range of systems
including Portable and On-Line, operating
from one common OMNITREND software
platform.

On-Line systems

• Plug and Go monitoring for all types
of machines, compact and affordable,
provides comprehensive machine data
trending and spectrum analysis.
• Custom designed systems to meet
specific measurement requirements for
non standard machines and systems.

Portable systems

VIBSCANNER and VIBXPERT machine
trending and analysis systems for
comprehensive data trending and FFT
analysis of machine condition.
VIBROTIP machine condition trending
systems for routine monitoring of
machine data and condition

Tel:    01543 417722
Fax::   01543 417723
eMail: info@pruftechnik.co.uk
web:   www.pruftechnik.co.uk

 

 

  

 
 

Giving you the right 
CMMS tool for the job.

ConceptTM

ConceptTM includes: 
Helpdesk 
Asset Management
Web integration
PPM
Property and Estates 

 Management
Room Booking
PFI Payment 

 Mechanism 
 Solution

Workfl ow 
 for business 
 process automation

Digital Dashboard

Let us help change your world. 
T +44 (0)1708 251900 
E info@fsi.co.uk
www.fsi.co.uk

           

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

To book your space NOW
Contact: Alistair McKay on:

Tel: 01732 370347
e-mail: alistair@dfamedia.co.uk

EVALUATED VIBRATION

ANALYSIS NOW A REALITY

Takes the hard work and time out of 
analysing spectra, by giving ‘real 
information’ of the health and condition of 
your plant and not just data. Displays the 
values of Lubrication, Bearing Condition, 
Imbalance, Misalignment, Gear Mesh, 
Looseness etc, in a manner that everybody 
understands, even on a Green, Yellow and 
Red scaling.

Laser shaft alignment with “easy Laser”, 
the easiest and fastest system ever, for 
every machine alignment, including shaft 
to shaft, fl atness, straightness, camber, 
train drives, offset drives, roll parallelism, 
thermal growth, belt drives etc. it’s up 
to you.

SPM INSTRUMENT UK LTD
Suite 12, Hardman Business Centre, New 
Hall Hey Road, Rawtenstall, Rossendale, 
Lancs BB4 6HH
Contact: Stan Jackson
Tel: 01706 835331 Fax: 01706 260640
Web: www.spminstrument.co.uk
e-mail: info@spminstrument.co.uk

Condition Monitoring
Solutions
We´re committed to maintaining your
critical machinery. Making maintenance
a profitable part of your company is
what drives us.

Timely failure prediction and detection is
key to cutting operating costs. For over
three decades, we´ve contributed to
improved reliability for customers in all
branches of industry and in every corner
of the world. Let us assist you in your
pursuit of mechanical reliability: we have
the methods, the equipment and the
software to offer cost-efficient condition
monitoring solutions tailored to your
specific needs, backed up by training
and worldwide support.

CONDITION MONITORING
CONSULTANTS

 
 
 

 

 

 

Condition Monitoring
Systems & Service
OPTIMISE YOUR PLANT 
& MACHINERY & PREVENT
EXPENSIVE DOWNTIME

Full service online & offline condition
monitoring solutions now available
from the bearing experts:

Vibration analysis
Online vibration & 
temperature monitors

Portable, off-line 
data collectors

Sophisticated online 
monitoring systems

Acoustic Emission monitoring

Thermographic imaging

Oil Analysis

Installation & 
commissioning 
of CM systems

Complete aftersales service

Schaeffler (UK) Ltd
Tel: 0121 351 3833 
Fax: 0121 351 7686 
Email: info.uk@schaeffler.com 
web: www.schaeffler.co.uk

 

 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

www.kittiwake.com
sales@kittiwake.com

+44 1903 731470

Onsite and Online Fuel, 
Lubricant and Water 

condition monitoring and 
testing equipment
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For more information
Contact:

Maintenance
Software just 
got easier

CVL
Tel: 0191 296 3816

info@cayman.co.uk
www.cayman.co.uk

• Easier on your  
 budget
• Easier to 
 implement
• Easier to use
• Easier to get  
 results

WORKMATE VM

 

 
 
 
  

 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LASER ALIGNMENT

  

 

   

 
 

 

 

shaft alignment

machine bores

roll parallelism

pulley & belts

flatness

straightness

dynamic movement

Tel:    01543 417722
Fax::   01543 417723
eMail: info@pruftechnik.co.uk
web:   www.pruftechnik.co.uk
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From the inventors of laser
shaft alignment -  systems
and service for : -

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 
 

 

 Alignment products
Onsite services
Equipment hire

Training programmes

SKF Reliability Systems
01582 490049

marketing.uk@skf.com
www.skf.co.uk

 

 
 

 

 

 

TEMPERATURE SENSING

Leaders in temperature measurement

Europe’s leading
manufacturer of

industrial temperature
sensors and

thermocouple
connectors

thermocouple cables 
thermocouple connectors 
temperature
instrumentation
test instruments

Certificate No. 4746

Labfacility Limited
Bognor Regis

tel: +44 (0)1243 871280
Sheffield

tel: +44 (0)1909 569446
www.labfacility.co.uk

info@labfacility.co.uk

THERMOGRAPHIC
TRAINING

THERMOGRAPHY

VIBRATION MONITORING

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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QUANTITY QUANTITY

Drives&Controls

There are now 6 handy reference books available at 
only £4.99 each from the publishers of Drives & Controls
and Hydraulics & Pneumatics magazines.

Published in an easily readable style and designed to help
answer basic questions and everyday problems without
the need to refer to weighty textbooks, we believe you’ll
find them invaluable items to have within arms reach.

From the publishers of

QUANTITY QUANTITY QUANTITY

If you would like to obtain additional copies of the handbooks, please complete 
the form below and either fax it on 01732 360034 or post your order to:
Engineer’s Handbook, DFA MEDIA LTD, 
Cape House, 60a Priory Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2BL. 

You may also telephone your order on 01732 370340  

Cheques should be made payable to DFA MEDIA LTD and crossed A/C Payee.

Discounts are available for multiple copies. 
2-5 copies £4.30, 6-20 copies £4.10, 20+ copies £3.75.

Postage and Packaging: 1-3 copies  £2.49,  4 copies and over £3.49

PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

QUANTITY

PRACTICAL ENGINEER’S HANDBOOKS

HYDRAULICS

INDUSTRIAL
MOTORS

SERVOS
AND STEPPERS

PNEUMATICS

COMPRESSED AIR

INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRIC DRIVES

Hydraulics&
Pneumatics

k

ONLY 

£4.99 EACH
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